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Synopsis

Microscopically anisotropic but globally isotropic DTI MRI phantom was designed and fabricated using a 2 Photon Nanoscribe 3D Printer. The capillary array blocks were measured aligned and randomly
oriented to determine the ability of ddPFG and DTI to characterize local anisotropy in a globally isotropic system. These experiments combined computational methods can provide MRI phantoms that can
be employed to validate novel or proposed microstructure imaging experiments.

Introduction

Diffusion imaging methods are commonly employed to infer changes in tissue microstructural features due to pathology. Quantities like the mean apparent diffusion coefficient (mADC), and the fractional
anisotropy (FA) inter alia are inherently influenced by tissue morphology such as effective pore size, shape, and connectivity[2,3,5]. As diffusion-related parameters are increasingly being applied to provide
additional image contrast, where they are used as pathological biomarkers, and indicators of tissue microstructure, it is vital to quantitatively determine the performance of these methods on model
phantom/material systems that mimic salient features of these tissue.[1] There is a current drive in the methods development community to robustly determine and differentiate pore size distributions,
combine features of microscopic anisotropy with random orientation [3,4,5], and assess the effect of diffusion exchange [6] to the sensitivity of diffusion methods. However, there is a tendency to
transition directly from theory to tissue-based applications without taking the necessary intermediate step to vet such methods. To achieve a better quantitation in single subject, longitudinal and
particularly multi-site studies, it is important to standardize MR scanner data and the pipelines used to process them [1,7]. A key element in this is the development of well-characterized MRI phantoms
that exhibit salient characteristics of target tissues. Several notable MRI phantoms have been fabricated to represent microscopically anisotropic but macroscopically isotropic grey matter tissue [8-16,19].
For example, the glass capillary array phantom developed by Komlosh et al. [13] was used to vet pore size, pore size distribution, and fractional anisotropy determination via double pulsed-field gradient
(dPFG) MR methods. These phantoms, although functional, often suffer from susceptibility contrast between phantom material and water when compared to biological tissues [8,17], material robustness
[14], safety issues, and transportability [12]. To address this, we have utilized advanced 3D printing technology with +/-100 nm pore shape accuracy to produce MRI phantoms that possess microscopic
anisotropy as are an increasing number of tissues, including in the brain. Complex tissues are often composed of morphological features that vary in their microscopic FA (μFA), compartment size
distributions, and orientations. This method can greatly advance the diagnostic capabilities of MRI to differentiate axon size and shape distributions in white matter and randomly oriented microscopically
anisotropic structure, such as what is observed in gray matter [19]. In order to advance the application of diffusion imaging methods as tissue biomarkers, we must also advance the complexity of our
phantoms used to validate them.

Methods

We printed MRI Phantoms using the 2-Photon Lithography Nanoscribe at The Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences (CNMS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to 3D print aligned capillary arrays,
of 10 μm inner diameter (ID), in blocks of 300 μm x 300 μm x 300 μm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken before and after the MRI experiments. The blocks were plasma treated to
make the surface hydrophilic and then loaded with water in a glass tube. The aligned capillary pore size was measured using a dPFG spin-echo imaging sequence, using a previously proposed protocol [20].
These same blocks were then removed from their support, randomly distributed in a glass tube, as in an emulsion, and re-measured using a dPFG and a standard diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence.
All MRI measurements were performed on the Avance III 7T Bruker scanner equipped with a Micro 2.5 microimaging gradient set. A mixed model of restricted and Gaussian diffusion [21] was used to fit
the dPFG data, with the restricted diffusion modeled to arise from a cylindrical pore geometry [22]. We utilized custom MATLAB code to estimate the voxel-wise average pore size accounting for the
diffusion gradients profile. We used TORTOISE to produce DTI images.

Results

The 3D printed method results in homogenous pore size, with mean and standard deviation, is described by the nominal value of 10.7 +/- 0.323 μm obtained from microscopy images (Figure 1A), as well as
a single layer or well-aligned pores used for the dPFG acquired ROI (Figure 1B). The voxelwise pore size estimation resulted in fairly homogenous pore size values, with a mean and standard deviation of
8.33 +/- 1.45 μm (Fig. 1C).
In Figure 2, Diffusion-Encoded-Color(DEC) (A) map is juxtaposed with the FA map (B) at 50 μm resolution determined by the 3D-DTI. This validates that the blocks are randomly oriented and microscopically
anisotropic, supported by the SEM images (A, B) in Figure 1. When the entire slice is used as an ROI from the DTI image the AD is 1.10 x10-9 m2/s, the RD is 9.81 x10-9 m2/s and the FA is 0.070, showing
macroscopic isotropy.

Conclusion

Microscopically anisotropic but macroscopically isotropic DTI MRI phantom was designed and fabricated using a 2 Photon Nanoscribe 3D Printer. The capillary array blocks were measured aligned and
randomly oriented to determine the ability of dPFG and DTI to characterize local anisotropy in a globally isotropic system. Although these blocks were printed with 10 μm pore diameter, it is possible to
reduce or increase this diameter to better reflect neurological structural features found in the Central and Peripheral Nervous Systems. These experiments combined computational methods can provide
MRI phantoms that can be employed to validate novel or proposed microstructure imaging experiments.
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Figures

Figure 1 (A) Inset of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the 3D printed capillary array (B). (C) Resulting pore diameter histogram calculated from dPFG experiments with axial slices.

Figure 2 Diffusion-Encoded-Color (DEC) map (A) and fractional anisotropy (FA) map (B) determined by 3D-DTI-MAP MRI with diffusion-weighted EPI acquisition
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